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TRAIL Reporter Denied Courtroom Access
By John 8am
"The Student Court of the University of Puget Sound is now in
session..."
With these words, the chairperson
of the court Robert Woods effectively brought the court proceedings to
a beginning. Approximately one
hour later, Mr. Woods speaking on
behalf of the court as a whole just as
effectively closed the hearings to
the general student court by barring
"anyone not directly involved in the
courtroom proceedings" from attending the hearing. This was accomplished when a majority of the
court voted in favor of a motion by
the Assistant Dean of Students,
Phyllis Lane, to have a closed hearing on the grounds that the matter
was too "sensitive" to be brought to
the attent'on of the student body.
The following article is a
somewhat limited account of the
courtroom proceedings before the
motion to close the hearing was
upheld.
This particular case concerned an
action filed against the Phi Delta
Theta fraternity by a member of a
party who claimed to have been
physically assaulted during a party
put on by that fraternity.
Phyllis Lane, with Jim Degel acting as legal counsel/advisor
presented the case of the plaintiff,

far as to say that any review of the
matter could not be entirely possible
without such a record. For all their
arguments however, the motion for
a court reporter was ultimately
denied.
Their first motion, that of an immediate dismissal was also ultimately denied. The defendants motion
for dismissal was based upon their
claim that they were being denied a
fair trial. Gellatly maintained that a
gross breach of the conduct code
had come about. More specifically
that their request for certain investigative reports concerning their
case had been denied them.
Although recognizing that they had
been notified of their charges, the
accused maintained that they were
due more than a simple notification
of their charges in order to ensure
that a fair trial take place. The name
of their accusers as well as the
evidence amassed against them
were both witheld.
The assistant Dean of Students,
their prosecutor, on the other hand
was privy to all the facts of the case.
Lane, the defendants maintained,
could consequently advise the accusing party of all aspects of the
defendants defense.
In light of this fact, it seems that
Gellatly 's remark that "confidentiality" was "...deemed more imporlant than fairness" is perfectlyjustifiable.

Photo by Toby Weber
Student Court in Session
Chenoah Egawa, to the court.
The defendants, Robert Gellatly
and Brad Olsen, were legally advised by Fred Smith. Right from the
onset of the proceedings, Gellatly
motioned for a dismissal. Another
motion made by the accused was
that a court reporter should be present to make an accurate transcript
of the proceedings.

Attacking the second motion,
Woods voiced his opinion that a
court reporter was not necessary for
these proceedings. His reasons for
this being that these were not civil
proceedings and that the witnesses
were not at any time under oath.
Smith, legal advisor to the defendants, replied that they had a right
to an accurate record. He went so
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ASUPS Budget Deficit Saps Funds
By Sue Schlee
Among his other duties as
Business Vice-President this year,
Doug Weisbart has to deal with a
large budget deficit - a legacy from
administrations before his, and
possibly (if he cannot surmount this
deficit) administrations to come.
Certain allegations, perhaps more
appropriately termed rumors, have
been circulated that suggest that the
last administration has been responsible for this deficit. This is how they
reply:
Steve Gerrodette, past Business
Vice-President of ASUPS explained
that the factor which contributed
most to the deficit was a loss to two
thousand students whom the University had expected. The funds that
ASUPS had hoped to collect from
them in subscriptions were not met.

STUDENT COURT
PROCEED I N G S
CENSORED AS
TRAIL REPORTER
IS OUSTED. See
Above.

Steve did not know until February
that the University was short of
students. Otherwise, he said, he
would have cut back on the budget.
Carl Perkins, former President of
ASUPS backed up Gerrodette's
statement byh explaining that 85 to
90 percent of the budgets' funds
came from enrollments in student
government from new students. Last
year the student enrollment was
2,493 which was the lowest enrollment had been for the previous four
years (during which time, with inflation at 10 percent, the student
enrollment fee had remained at 50
dollars. Under these conditions a
considerable deficit can develop.)
In addition, ASUPS engaged an expensive concert, given by the Atlar,ta Rythym Section last year which
was not very popular and lost eigh-

teen thousand dollars. This factor
also caused a substantial loss for
ASUPS.
One action that Perkins and Gerrodette did initiate was to raise the
ASUPS fee to 60 dollars during the
summer of 1980 so that it would
come into operation this year. This
turned out to be an insufficient
measure taking into account the rate
of inflation. Both agreed that the fee
should have been raised the
previous year, but they had not
realized that the procedure required
applying for an increase a year
before it could come into effect.
Gerrodette had to take the initiative
to find the procedure and increase
the fee for 1981. The increase in fees
was to save several programs from
being cut out of the budget. Doug
Weisbart, present Business Vice-

HEPPE
AND
KADARKAY COMMENT ON THE
RECENT POLITICAL
SCIENCE CONFERENCE. Page 5.

LOGGERS CONTINUE WINNING
WAYS BY SNEAKING
PAST
EASTERN, 7-6. See
Page 10.
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President, ended up cutting these
programs out of the budget.
Weisbart agrees that the student fee
should have been raised the
previous year, and the student fee
now is adequate but still not
substantial.
Steve Gerrodette felt that perhaps
he could have controlled certain
areas better. He felt that he may had
been more severe with KUPS's
overspending, but he did freeze their
budget after six months, by which
time they had spent their total
budget for the year; however that
does not mean that unauthorized expenditures did not continue.
Another financial drain was due to
the financial loss the the Union
House (the Cellar) suffered, as opposed to the expected gain of
$5,000. As far as Steve and Doug Please Turn to Pane 9

ARTICHOKE PROVES TO BE NO
VEGETABLE. See
Page 10.
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To The Editor:
The attached article is from the
editorial page of last Thursday's
Tacoma News Tribune. Reading it,
one cannot help but wonder if,
under similar circumstances, our student body would be as benevolent.
It seems, here at UPS, that complaints arise frequently and loudly
about everything from SUB food to
Winterim. In fact, our student body
seems more concerned with making
noise than with taking action.
Perhaps we should take an example from the Evergreeners: they
seem not only to appreciate what
they have, but also to be willing to
take the responsibility to preserve it.
Students at The Evergreen State
College in Olympia recently came
up with a novel idea for dealing with
state funding cutbacks ordered by
Gov. John Speliman. They voted to
donate $103,000 of their student activity fund to be used to pay
teachers' salaries.
The gesture indicates the students'
high regard for their teachers and
the type of educational experience
Evergreen offers. They could have
chosen to use that money for recreation instead of education.
What they did speaks well of
them, and of their school.
Roxanne Blair

To The Editor:
Where do you study? Or do you
study? Or you haven't yet, but are
now catching up for the term,
because finals are about here?
Well think again, my recommen-

dations are that you get a bottle of
"mugger-slugger", a flashlight and
start thinking up excuses for your
Professors, because you cannot
study where you used to. That's right
colleagues, all academic buildings
are being locked - so you don't have
to study.
It's o.k. You can pay about $7,000
and just go to class. Far out. It's kinda like high school?

Without being hasty or being
mean, I think few students realize
what has happened. Well I will tell
you: "Academic Buildings are closed
for general study purposes at night
and on weekends ... late night studying." Gee whiz, late night for me is
somewhere about 1:30 or 2:00 a.m.
And not to let out a secret about
some study habits, many rarely
begin studying until 10:30 or 11:00
p.m.
I can certainly understand and
comprehend the need for conservation so our tuition dollars don't go
up - yet I am caught with this
rhetorical assertion, if the purpose
we are here for is to study - more
likely than not on campus - it intrigues me to ponder where I may
study when I need to. As of late, all
academic buildings including the
fieldhouse have been locked up
tighter than San Quentin before 10
p.m. And if you were inside - you
were asked to leave, so we could
save on energy and make things
more secure. So Thompson,
Howarth, Music, jones, and Mcintyre are out, you have other options;
how about the SUB. O.K. you only
have two hours left to study,
because they lock up and clear out
at midnight. Well, of course the
library - where else does a preppie
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study? Think again, the main library
is put on hold every evening at 11
p.m. When you then have only two
more hours left to study in the front
part of the library - until 1 p.m.
Wow, then where do you study or
to some worship your books? The
chapel? Well not to get personal, but
the last time I was in the chapel I
was playing the piano in the afternoon, between studying, and lo and
behold, a Security officer came in
and asked me what I was doing
there, I said "playing hymns" which
was the caase, I had been studying
Economics, and that class leads me
to pray and sing hymns. He then asked me if I had a building pass. I said
"what, you need a building pass for
the chapel?" He said yes there must
be a purpose for you to be here and
you cannot play the piano so you
will have to leave.
Flabbergasted, I left never to
return, for the last two times I tried
to get in, the chapel was locked?
Understand, this is not a vendetta
against any one person. just a concern with the "extent to which one
goes to save money."
Truthfully, I used to love studying
in McIntyre Hall. No more. I used to
love to go to the chapel, but now I
can't.
It would be a fine compromise to
keep the entire library open until 2
am. or to keep McIntyre Hall open
until 2 a.m. or to even keep Thompson open until 2 am. But now you
have just the options mentioned
earlier. Ah but lest we forget our
creative way around every problem,
you can try to get a building pass
from Desmond Taylor in the library
for study after 1 a.m. or from Dean
Dodson for study in the SUB after
midnight or from a chairman of the
Economics Dept. or Business School
for McIntyre - or ask God if you
need to get into the chapel.
R.E. Clenton Richardson

hundred teaching vacancies both at
home and abroad.
Since 1968, our organization has
been finding vacancies and locating
teachers both in foreign countries
and in all fifty states. We possess
hundreds of current openings and
have all of the pertinent information
on scholarships, grants, and
fellowships.
The principle problem with first
year teachers is where to find the
jobs!
Since College Newspapers are
always anxious to help find positions
for their graduating teachers, your
paper may be interested in your
teachers finding employment for the
following year and print our request
for teachers.
Our information and brochure is
free and comes at an opportune
time when there are many more
teachers than teaching positions.
Should you wish additional information about our organization, you
may write the Portland Oregon
Business Bureau or the National
Teacher's Placement Agency,
UNIVERSAL TEACHERS, Box 5231,
Portland, Oregon 97208.
We do not promise every
graduate in the field of education a
definite position, however, we do
promise him a wide range of hundreds of current vacancy notices
both at home and abroad.
Sincerely,
John P. McAndrew, President
Foreing & Domestic Teachers.

To the Editor:
I am appalled at the preschool
level of humor in the combat zone.
The jokes are outlandishly grotesque;
it appears that you've borrowed
from the worst of Johnny Carson's.
Julie Weaver
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Dear SirlMadam:
The Foreign & Domestic Organ ization needs teacher applicants in all
fields from Kindergarten through
College to fill between five and six

P.S. I am not a member of the Moral
Majority and I do like bawdy jokes
once in a while, but not in a school
newspaper, please.
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Reagan's Foreign Policy
By Paul Stone
President Reagan's stand of
foreign policy spells danger both at
home and abroad. In two key areas,
defense and third world policies,
Reagan's ideas not only terrify our
allies, but illustrate a complete lack
of understanding for the problems of
underdeveloped nations.
in the area of defense, Reagan's
ineptitude was clearly brought to
light in his comments concerning a
nuclear exchange limited to Europe.
This not only brought about distrust

and fear from our allies, it reinforced a notion is American minds that a
survivable nuclear war is feasible (it
would be fought "over there"..) - an
ultimately fatal assumption. His
decision concerning production of
the neutron bomb, which was made
without the consultation of our
allies, further severed the few ties
that remained. To further jeopardize
our position in the world, Reagan's
plan to sell warplanes to Taiwan can
be considered almost sheer provocation of the People's Republic of
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Televised Cr"imes Aid Police Deparfmelfif
A chubby man with scraggly hair
pushes his way into the woman's car.
With a gun shoved into her ribs, the
two speed off in her late-model
sedan.
The narrator announces that was
the last time she was seen alive.
The above is a possible scenario
from a new program called Crime
Stoppers, jointly sponsored by local
law-enforcement agencies and the
Tacoma Pierce County Chamber of
Commerce to solicit the public's
help in solving crimes.
Starting tomorrow, a reenactment of an actual "crime of
the week" will be aired each week
on television and local radio stations. A $1,000 reward will be offered for information leading to the
arrest and indictment of a suspect or
suspects in the crime.
The dramatizations will cover
cases police consider "unsolvable"
unless they get more leads, and will
be staged at the same time of day
and location as the crime, using actors and actresses matching the
suspects' and victims' descriptions
for as much accuracy as possible.
Tacoma police investigator
Richard Geyer, who organized the
police department's portion of the
program, said the accurate
dramatizations are important
because they may help jog a
witness's memory.
He said sometimes people may
witness a crime and not realize it.
"People see things happen all the
time, but unless they have a reason
to relate it to something, it just
doesn't register," Geyer said.
In addition to the crime of the
week, witnesses will also be paid
various amounts for bona fide information on other felony crimes not
aired.
At the end of the 90-second crime
of the week broadcast, the announcer will ask for information on
that or any other crime. The $1,000
reward for the dramatized crime is
good only for information turned in
that week, but Geyer said witnesses
can be paid from $100 to $1000 for
information leading to the arrest and
indictment in other felony crimes,
and there is no time limit.
An independent board organized
by the Chamber of Commerce and
made up of a cross-section of the
public will set the dollar amount on
the other rewards, depending on
how valuable the information was in
securing the indictment.
Geyer said the key to the program
is that the caller remains
anonymous. The caller is not asked
his or her name, but instead is given
a code number, which will be used
any time the caller phones back with
more information on that or another
case.

The anonymity, Geyer said, protects the caller from the fear that the
suspect will find out who turned him
in.
"They don't have to worry about
reprisals," Geyer said. "They don't
have to worry about having to go to
court. If I don't know their name, I
can't subpoena them."
Geyer said while the rewards help
encourage people to turn in information on a crime, it is not the only incentive. He said often the average
person is just anxious to help.
"A housewife who is home all the
time just happens to see something
(criminal activity)," Geyer said. "She
doesn't necessarily want the money,
she wants the feeling that someone
will be able to do something about
it."
Janice Wiley of the Chamber of
Commerce said the organization
participated in the Crime Stoppers
program because "something has to
be done" about the rising crime rate
in the city and county.
"We all know there will be no increase in the budget," Wiley said,
"but we want a more effective lawenforcement structure here, and this
is what we can do as a community."
Wiley said the Chamber is "totally
dedicated on a long-term basis" to
the program, and has donated sixmonths staff time to help get the
program organized.
She said the Chamber will also be
in charge of taking donations for the
reward fund.
The Tacoma Crime Stoppers program is part of a nationwide network
of Crime Stoppers programs, which
started in Albuquerque, N.M., seven
years ago after that city was suffering a spiraling crime rate and community apathy.
Geyer said he is encouraged by
the national success rate. He said
about 100 cities in 16 states now participate. Of the previously deadended "unsolvable" crimes aired
each week, almost half of those are
now being solved.
Geyer said the success of this program is that law enforcement can
draw on the resources of the whole
community with the cooperation of
the media. He said the clues to the
crimes are out there, it's just a matter of getting to them.
"There's no such thing as a perfect
crime," Geyer said, "it just doesn't
happen. People talk. If they don't
talk, they leave evidence. So one of
the things that happens is the infor mation generated (by a Crime Stoppers Program) leads us to those
things."
The Crime Stoppers dramatizations will be filmed each week by
Tacoma Municipal Television. They
will be aired atlO p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays on KSTW-TV-Channel 11

Robert Turril, Assitant Dean at the
Graduate School of Business Administration
University of Southern California will be on
campus NOVEMBER 10, 1981, 2-3pm
Graduate programs available include:
MBA, MBT, MACC, MSOB, MSMSC iD/MBA, JD/MBT

For schedule information, pkase contact
Career Planning & Placement Center

and on the sign-off and sign-on news
broadcasts.

Editor's Note:
"Tom Somerville, Assistant Professor of Communication and
Theatre Arts, and Dr. Richard
Graves, Visiting Professor in Theatre,
have been working with the Crime
Stoppers program from its inception.
Since the UPS student body, and
faculty, is a major, unified and centralized collection of different
physical types, it was a natural
source of people to help "cast" the
talent for the T.V. dramatizations.

Already three students have been involved in filming the first three
episodes.
Since one of the important ingredients to the success of this program
is to find near-perfect physical
doubles for the people involved in
the original crime, as described by
witnesses and/or friends of the victim, almost anyone on campus
could at some time become involved. So, in the future, if you happen
to be contacted by either Prof.
Somerville or G;aves, it's because
they need your help in the Crime
Stoppers program."

Editorial Continued
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Continued from Page 2
China, a keystone to the building of
a workable peace structure. The
AWACS sale to Saudi Arabia, one of
the President's greatest "victories",
just about completes the cycle of
alienation. (The behind-the-scenes
lobbying for that sale would make
quite interesting reading. What
could have made three senators
change their minds on the last day. I
hope it was one hell of a concession
on the President's part to pass such a
potentially explosive bill?)
At the recent conference at Cancun, Mexico, on third world-first
world relations, Reagan further illustrated his (or America's) basic ignorance of the needs and customs of
the underdeveloped nations. His
dogmatic preaching of the joys of
capitalism to a country that sees
capitalism as a system that breeds
injustice is just sheer lunacy. It even
set us further away from our
Western European allies, who also

inherently dustrust capitalism, and
who favor global redistribution of
wealth as a more just means to
world equality. Members of the third
world are borne of a different tradition, one that has an intense hatred
of the materialism and competition
that our economic system is founded upon.
As we begin to move into the 80's
some questions must be answered.
Will Reagan continue to put
America's survival over those of our
allies and the rest of the world? Will
he continue to go into foreign policy
with an "us and them" attitude? If
he would just adopt a "we" attitude,
and try to comprehend the plight
and ideas of other nations, he could
truly make our nation "strong",
where his present posturing of
"strength" only serves to ultimately
weaken us.

-

A representative of the Universjty
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

Tuesday, November 10th
9:00 a.m.
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post-graduate course, which enables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

For further information
contact your Career Placemen
Office at 756-3250
For Free Brochure, contact:

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall

IJI) Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego, CA 92110
The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the
basis of race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin,
ancestry, or handicap in its policies and programs.
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UPS Debate Team
Does Well on Cirm
cult
Traveling members of the UPS
debate team who participated in the
three tourneys have done exceptionally well so far this year.
Starting the year out at Lewis and
Clark the 16th and 17th of October,
UPS placed Ann Lambert and Joel
Gleghorn third in the Cross Examination debate.
At Gonzaga the 23rd and 24th of
October, six of UPS's competitors
competed against fifteen other
schools and placed high. Mark
Turner and David C. Smith placed
second in the Cross Examination,
Debate, and on an individual basis,
Turner took tops and Smith placed
third. Turner also was Senior Extemp., Isabelle Bauman placed second in Rhetorical Criticism while
Debbie Gay went to the finals in
Junior lnterp.
Against the University of Oregon,
UPS sent the largest contingent ever,
18 students to Cross Examine the
topic of illegal immigration. Of the
24 other Northwest colleges, UPS
tied for third in the sweepstakes.
Isabelle Bauman and Berne Pratt
placed third in Senior Debate, while
Debbie Gay, who finished as the
third highest individual in Junior
Debate, and Steve Reimuth placed
third in Junior Debate, scoring 6-0 in
the preliminaries. Quarter finalists in
the Cross Examination Debate werei
Mark Turner and David C. Smith,

Smith being the third top speaker for
the event. Other finalists in the
Debate were Turner in Senior Extemp., Smith in Senior Expos.,
Wayne Hieken bottom in the Junior
Extemp. duo, and Larry Baumiller
and Jeanette De Jong in Freshman
I nterp.
At the Reader's Theatre Ensemble
at UO, the insightful cartoons of
Jules Fieffer's humorous comments
on how we interpret our world and
how our world interprets us were
discussed. Members of the ensemble
were: Faye Jackson, Jeanette De
Jong, Krista Mejter, Adrian Badger,
and Ron Chatman were directed by
Larry Baumiller. Although they
received Superior scores to the end,
they came second to Biola University.
There are two more tournaments
this fall left and five or six more this
spring, so there are still chances to
attend a UPS debate. The time
would be a worthwhile expenditure
of one's time, as Coach Chris Davis
said of her team, "The number and
quality has clearly increased. We
have an increasing number of
freshman who have joined the program. The upper division has continued to expand the range of events
in which they participate and improve their quality of
performances."
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Be Good To Your Body!
The Bookstore now carries a line of vitamins by
RICHLIFE — A Trusted Name For Good Health! We
also have the Aloe Care Skin Products by
RICHLIFE, Soap - Shampoo — Lip Balm — Hand
Lotion And More! YOU'LL FEEL & LOOK BETTER!!
15th & N. Lawrence
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Hrs: 8:30-430
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Political Science Conference S u ccessf u I
By Julia Chester
The Pacific Northwest Political
Science Association's annual convention, held at the University of
Puget Sound October 29,30, and 31,
was in the words of Dr. Paul Heppe,
"The best organized in the years of
the association." Professor Heppe,
President of the P.N.W.P.S.A. gave
thanks to Dave Balaam, co-host, and
the Special Projects Office, for helping coordinate the program.
Says Dr. Heppe, "The quality of
the program was exceedingly high,
and the arrangements were well
planned. The guests especially loved
President Phibbs reception. They
were impressed with the fact that
the President of the University
would host a session and panel."
The conference attracted fiftyfive professors from the states of
Washington, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, British Columbia, and
Canada. Various panels discussed

such topics as Problems with
Research in the Northwest, State and
Provincial Legislative Politics, the
Philosophy of Plato, The Soviet
Union and their satellites, Public
Law, Professors at Midlife, Canada,
The Reagan Administration, and
Political Theory.
Arpad Kadarkay, Professor of
Political Theory at UPS, and panelist
at the conference, was also impressed with the quality of the program.
"The panels were well attended and
well organized. It's important for
people to get together once a year
to exchange informational research,
current issues, and to see how other
Universities approach the issues.
Collaborative projects are hatched
and articles and books get published
from these encounters. Its important
that members attend these conferences. It keeps you abreast of
literature and developments."
Professor Craig Gunter and visiting pi ofessors congregate at President
Phibb's Conference Reception.
Photo by Preston Patton
Professor Paul Heppe and former
sity in New Orleans, and spent one
student Dr. John Pierce, give
year as a congressional fellow in
testimony to the fact that liberal arts
Washington. For the past five years
majors can be successful. Dr. Pierce
he has taught at Washington State
was an honors undergraduate, class
University and is now chairman of
of 1965, and student aide to Paul
their Political Science Department.
Heppe. John Pierce went on to earn
A former Phi Delt, this was the first
his Masters and P.H.D. from the
time Dr. Pierce had visited UPS since
University of Minnesota, was an
his former school days.
assistant professor at Tulane Universee picture at left

UPS KICKS THE CAN
How can University of Puget
Sound students help needy Pierce
County residents?
It's all a matter of "can do!"
UPS students are asked to help
kick-off the fourth annual Canned
Food Drive in Pierce County by
bringing two cans of foods to the
November 14th Logger-Santa Clara
football game. That's the official
starting event for the drive which
will continue through December 16.
The drive is traditionally sponsored by the Salvation Army, the

Photo by Preston Patton

musicians Collaborate
A program highlighting music of
Works by modern composers
the 20th century will be given by
from two continents will be
University of Puget Sound music
presented on the program, from Bela
faculty members and guest artists,
Bartok's "Sonata No. 2 for Violin
Friday, Nov. 6.
and Piano" to John Verrall's "Can"Musica Nova" will be presented
zona."
at 8 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall, in
Additional selections include
the UPS Music Building. Admission
Darius Milhaud's "Trois Ragis free.
Caprices," Ralph Vaughan Williams'
Performing will be organists Ed"Ten Blake Songs," Danile
ward Hansen, soprano Earlene
Pinkham's "When the Morning Stars
Carey, percussionist Phillip Hanson,
Sang Together," Elliott Carter's
vocalist Lawrence Ebert, oboist
"Selected Pieces for Solo Tympani"
Robert Musser, pianists Geoffrey
and John Cage's "Forever and
Block and Gary Arpin and violinist
Sunsmell."
Steven Daniels, among other musi"Musica Nova" is directed by
cians:
....•.. ..RichardK.essler,.uRSassistant-.professor of music.

FISH Food banks and the Tacoma
Rescue Mission. This year, the Pierce
County Alliance has joined the effort.
In addition to the Mayor's Thanksgiving Dinner, these agencies provided shelter, clothing and food to
more than 800,000 individuals during the year.
Kick-off time for both the food
drive and the UPS-University of Santa Clara game is 1:30 pm at Baker
Stadium.

MODERN STYLING IN A COMFORTABLE
OLD FASHION SE177NG'
Specializing in Fine 8 Problem Hair
for both Women and Men.
Open Monday thru Saturday 9-5
(Early and late appts. available)

Flair Boutique
MARIAN G. HILL, OWNER
hair designing / salon waves! colonng I highlighting
3223 / 6th ave / tacoma, washington 98406 / 759-5171
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PANEL DISCUSSES REAGAN'S.POLICIES
By Julia Chester
Among the various panel discussions held during the Political
Science conference the discussion
on the Reagan Administration was
one of the most interesting. Jim
Klonoski of the University of Oregon
based his panel on "The President."
"We're living in an age of media.
We live by images. In this respect a
movie actor should be the President
of the United States, and Ronald
Reagan fits the bill."
Professor Klonoski proposed that
Reagan's policy format was
dominated by the theory of supply
side economics. "The all pervasiveness of the market place is a
way to view reality. Its right wing
economic determinism, but determined by the market place instead
of the Marxian dialectic theory. The
problem with such a monetary
policy is that Friedman is unworkable in the real world."
Professor Klonoski weht on to
label Reagan's foreign policy an
"enlightened right wing anticommunism," alluding to the fact
that Reagan would pfer remaking
other nations in our state image, a
"chilling" prospect.
Sheldon Edner of Portland State
University gave his panel discussion
on "Bureaucracy in the Reagan Administration." Professor Sheldon had
recently worked in the office of the
Secretary of Transportation in
Washington D.C., and had first hand
experience in assessing the situation.
"How did Reagan approach the
bureaucracy? He ignored it. It's not
necessary, and it'll wither away in
the appropriate places. The
budgetary policy controls
bureaucratic limitations. The
message that we don't need government is plain from the budget cuts
and reorganization of departments.
For example, we have a dentist as
Secretary of Energy. There are alot
of people coming from the private
sector.
"However some bureaucracys are
thriving such as the State Department of Office Management and
Budget, and the Department of
Defense."
Professor Edner went on to comment on the fact that Reagan is providing no more leadership than did
Jimmy Carter. "There's no leadership. Nobodys even trying to figure
out where we're going."
John Crampton from Lewis and
Clark College gave his panel discussion on the Military and proposed
that the new administration is in a
state of "permanent red alertism" as
shown by peacetime military increases.
"The U.S.S.R. has caught us in
many basics, but its unclear what
they have that we need. They had to
catch up to us. Its a debate about
the psychology of power. What does
it take to freeze them?"
Professor Crampton went on to
compare the basic advantages and
disadvantages of both countries in
terms of strategic comparisons.
"The U.S.S.R. has an advantage over
us in resources. They still have 20
percent unexplored territorial
resources, and produce their own
military materials, whereas we're
dependent. They are ahead in civil
defense, but are based in much more

concentrated areas than we are,
which is a disadvantage to them."
Crampton claimed that numerical
figures used in comparing economic
spending and quantitys of
weaponry, were poor indications of
comparative strengths. "It's idiotic
arithmetic. We don't know exact
numbers of weaponry nor can we
predict destructive courses. In comparative spending the CIA uses skewèd figures. We only know ours for
sure. Though the U.S.S.R. spends 12
percent to 14 percent of their GNP
on the military, and we only spend 4
to 5 percent, inflation and quality of
products renders us relatively
'equal."
Professor Crampton pointed out
that Russia's military was manpower
intense, while' ours is technology in-

tense. "There exists crude, rough
parity. We could both do each other
in; both have high overkill options."
Rusel Dondero from Pacific
University, a panel discussant, felt
that military spending was not based
on firm theoretical grounds. "We're
pursuing the unpersuable. We're
spending treasures on the
psychology of the power of war. This
means certain implications for
domestic livability."
Reactions to the panelist discussion were many and varied. A
charge was made that the US was intellectually muscle bound, in comparison to other countries who
engage themselves in wide-spread
intellectual discussion. The
American malaise of the moment
was said to be attributed to an

"economic failure of productivity."
But an overriding theme of the panel
discussion was that Reagan had not
thought things through enough for a
solid party policy.
"Where are we going to defend
what, with what?"
"It's the same problems as with
the Carter administration - no
leadership. Nobodys even trying to
figure out where we're going."
"There's no permanent party base.
A shift is taking place."
"The middle class may have to
resign themselves to the new administrative failure."
"We have a world of limits in a
variety of contexts."
No clear solution was evident between the panelists; a bleak picture
indeed of Reagan, his bureaucracy,
and his military stance.

Who's Who
Nomination
Requests Due
The Who's Who Nominating Committee requests that names of
students be submitted for consideration for the edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities". In
nominating students, please include
a brief statement concerning each of
these areas: scholarship ability, par ticipation and leadership in
academic and extracurricular activities, citizenship and service to
UPS, and potential for future
achievement. Your statement will
give the Nominating Committee a
basis for selection and MUST be included.
When suggesting individuals for
nomination, please include the student's class year. Only juniors,
seniors and graduate students are
eligible for this honor.
Nominations will be accepted up
until November 18, 1981. Nominations may be sent to the Dean of
Students office, SUB.

For the Scoop on the Expeditionary,
see next week's Trail.

Photo by Toby Weber

UPS Greek Officials Praised
By Mark Pannell
As all good things must come to
an end, so must the offices of many
good IFC and Panhellenic officials.
Yes, they have been great leaders for
the Greek System, and have made
leaps and bounds toward the betterment of an already good program.
To highlight just a few—these
councils took part in selecting the
first Creek Advisor—Linda Rust,
established this Greek column in the
Trail, sponsored faculty talks offered
to the general student body, sent
representatives to the WRIFC and
WRPC convention in Reno, electing
the first Area Vice-President from
UPS, pulled off a successful rush
when all were skeptical of its separation from orientation week, and in
all, firmly established the Greek
council as a legitimate and influential body in the university.

More than anything else, this
year's Greek councils strove to build
upon the foundation left from the
previous councils. Upon this foundation both IFC and Panhellenic have
built a strong framework from which
next year's councils can continue to
strengthen the Greek System.
To continue this positive process,
good active Greeks need to be
elected to both IFC and Panhellenic.
IFC will be holding nominations and
elections in the McCormick room of
the library at 10 p.m., on
Wednesdays of Nov. 18 and Dec. 2,
respectively. Panhellenic will be
choosing their delegates during the
house elections.
If you would like to know more
about the elections, or the councils
themselves, contact your house
representative. The UPS Creek
System will only continue to build
with strong, solid, leadership.

LIVE MUSIC
FRI/SAT AT 9:00
OPEN MIKE WED.

HOMEMADE
PIZZA &
SANDWICHES

POOL &
VIDEO
UNICORN
TA VERN
5203 N. 49th
Formerly 'The Brick Tavern'
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Counseling Center Gives Soothing Advice
As everyone here knows college is
a time of high stress. Being involved
in the academic community we are
all prime candidates for stress, and
stress related anxiety. Bob Stremba
gave some soothing advice at Monday's Tea and Sherry session, about
handling our stressful lives both
physically and mentally.
"Any change that occurs in our
lives creates stress, and today in college we are all going through many
changes. Debilitative stress curbs
your ability ro function well under
pressure. This can result in knowing
the material for a test, but blocking
it, freezing up, then forgetting
everything."
We've all sat down to take that
one most important test, the outcome of which determines our

UPS ART
LAUDABLE
By Deborah Holloway
If you have an extra fifteen to
twenty minutes today, stop by the
Kittredge Gallery to view the student art show being held there now
until November 20th. I, myself, having been previously unaware of the
abundant artistic talent extant at
UPS, was pleasantly surprised at the
high quality and great variety of the
show.
Both methods and materials
displayed are extremely diverse. The
two-dimensional works range from
oil paintings and acrylics, to silk
screens, etchings, graphite drawing,
and photographs. Complementing
and contrasting to these are the
three-dimensional media; pottery,
both wheel-thrown and slab built,
hand-made paper, and soldered

semester grade, our college graduation, or some other important event.
The problem comes when we create
more stress by attaching an irrational belief to the importance of
such tests.
"Universally people are better at
telling themselves 'I'm screwing up',
rather than being positive. We live
parts of our lives by irrational
beliefs, internalized messages such
as 'If I don't do well, I'm incompetent.' The way to replace such irrational messages is by doing some
nurturing self-talk such as, 'If I do
flunk it doesn't mean the end of the
world.' Stop scaring yourself. Say
'I'm O.K. and believe it."
There are various ways to
alleviate stress both mentally and
physically, and some react better to

one method than another. One
method is called systematic desensitivization, a process which triggers
a positive response when a person is
actually faced with a specific
challenge. For example, imagine
yourself as confident in all the
events leading up to and during a
stressful situation. This prepares and
desensitizes you for the actual
event. Running chains of positive
sentences through your head was
also suggested by Mr. Stremba. Both
breathing exercises and positive
mental images work together to
sooth the mind and relax the body.
For some physical movement works
best. Exercising for relaxation leaves
more energy to focus on specific
tasks, and gets rid of alot of nervous
energy.

Pursuing a regular pattern of
stress management can be both
beneficial and rewarding. The Student Counseling Center in SUB room
201, offers many options for test and
stress management. Group sessions
can be arranged on a weekly basis.
Specific techniques for reading, test
taking and note taking can also be
learned to help in stress related
areas, and is made available through
the Learning Skills Center in
-Iowarth Hall.
There's no longer any need to bear
those stressful events alone. One out
of five students suffers from some
form of stress related anxiety, and
many have been helped through UPS
programs. So don't worry about
those deathly exams. Just study
hard, think positive, and relax!

SHOW
bronze and plaster sculpture. All
demonstrate the very distinct talents
of the art students.
This is the first "competitive" art
show the students have presented
although every student, if they
entered three pieces, was
guaranteed that at least one work
would be shown, only the best of
each were chosen. Entries were judged by both student and teacher
jurors.
The art show provides a refreshing
panorama for the eyes weary of
computer science, Freudian
theories, and ancient texts. The
many divergent textures and moods
blend together in an engaging
display of the workmanship and skill
of our fellow students.
Photo by Toby Weber
An example of student creativity in
the Kittredge Gallery Art Show.

Tales From the Far East
Chip Seamans, pictured here with
a Korean friend, manifests the
psychological effect of S.F. Asia on
American youth. Chip is part of the
Pacific Rim 9 month study program
offered once every four years by
UPS. Headed by Dr. Bob Albertson
of the Religion Department, these 40
students have been gone for one
month, are now in Kyoto Japan and
will soon be off to China.
Pacific Rim is a program offered
to all students interested in studying
the cultures and religions of other
countries. The University also offers
a 5 month program. Both are excellent opportunities for intellectual
and personal growth, and are a unique feature of UPS's educational options. These programs also draw
many students from other univer sities.
However, casualties such as Chip
do occur on such trips. It is rumored
that three others have also shaved
their heads. Could they be one of
your friends?
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Internationally Acclaimed Cellist To Give Recital

Cellist Cordelia Wlkorski - Miedel will give award winning performance

KUPS TOP 10
1.Journey, Escape ......... Columbia
Go-Go's, Beauty and the Beat. . A&M
Police, Ghost in the Machine . . A&M
R.S.
Rolling Stones, Tattoo You
OMD, Orchestral Manoeuvers in the
Dark ..................... Columbia
Moody Blues, Long Distance Voyager
................... Polygram
Joan Armatrading, Walk Under LadA&M
ders
Atlantic
Genesis, Aba cab
Dan Fogelberg, The Innocent Age
....................... Epic
The Hoovers, Smut & Class . Airstrip
.....

.........................

..........

BILLBOARD'S TOP 10
R.S
Rolling Stones, Tattoo You
Journey, Escape ......... Columbia
Bob Seger, Nine Tonight .... Capitol
Foreigner, 4 ....... ....... Atlantic
Stevie Nicks, Bella Donna . . Modern
Dan Fogelberg, The Innocent Age
....................... Epic
Pat Benatar, Precious Time Chrysalis
Billy Joel, Songs in the Attic
Columbia
Al Jarreau, Breakin' Away . . . Warner
Moody Blues, Long Distance
Threshold
Voyager
......

............

Internationally-acclaimed cellist
Cordelia Wikarski-Miedel will present a Thursday, Nov. 19, faculty
recital at the University of Puget
Sound.
The public is invited to attend the
free recital, scheduled for 8 pm in
Jacobsen Recital Hall at the UPS
Music Building.
Wikarski-Miedel will be accompanied by Victoria Bogdashevskaya,
concert pianist with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
The program is comprised of
selections from four periods of
musical history.
Drawn from the repertoire of the
Baroque era is Girolamo Frescobaldi's
"Toccata," arranged by Gaspar
Cassado, a protege of Pablo Casals.
The artists have chosen one of the
quintessential compositions of the
Romantic period, Frederick Chopin's
"Sonata in C Minor, Op. 65." Completing the program will be "Sonata"
by Impressionist composer Claude
Debussy and "Variations on a
Theme of Rossini" by 20th century
composer Bohuslav Martinu.
Cordel ia Wkarski-Miedel, featured
cellist and frequent soloist with the
Seattle Symphony Orchestra, is a
member of the adjunct faculty of
the UPS School of Music. After a distinguished career as a soloist in
Eastern Europe and Asia, she came
to the United States in 1977 to join
her husband, Rainer Miedel, music
director and conductor of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
She received her diploma from
the Academy of Music in West
Berlin and held a professorship at
the Academy of Music in East Berlin
from 1973 to 1976.
Prior to her arrival in this country,
she was awarded many of the most
prestigious international prizes in
the music world. She was a winner at
the Pablo Casals Competition in
Budapest, the International Tchaiskovsky Competition in Moscow and,
with her sister, Eleonore, the International Competition for Music in
Munich. The East German govern-i
ment also presented her its coveted
Felix Mendelssohn Award.
Victoria Bogdashevskaya is a
graduate of the Leningrad Conser vatory, where she taught and per formed as soloist from 1965 to 1978.
She joined the Seattle Symphony Or chestra as principal keyboard player
in 1979 and has performed as a guest
soloist with the orchestra.

Bogdashevskaya has been the accompanist for such major artists as
Rostropovich, Komissarov and
Natalia Gutman. She has also won
awards at such premier musical
events as the Festival Helsinki and
Tchaikovsky Competition.
Sigma Alpha Iota international
music fraternity for women will hold
a reception following the performance.

Alumni Wins
International
Contest
Adele Vinton, a freshman in the
University of Alaska-Fairbanks
WAMI Medical Program, was
selected the winner of the student
competition at the International
Conference on Human Functioning,
in Wichita, Kansas. Her paper,
"Neurolytic Effects of Dimenthyl
Sulfoxide on Rat Sciatic Nerve
Myelin as Observed by Transmission
Electron Microscopy," won in the
medicine division.
Vinton's paper reported the word
she and four other students performed last year when she was attending
the University of Puget Sound.
The Enumclaw, Washington
native is the daughter of Fred and
Kathy Vinton of 38005 200th SE
Auburn.
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KPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1538
For information, Please Call.

523-7617
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The Expeditionary)

Equipment Rental Shop

The Expeditionary Will he closed from
November 25th-29th.

SPECIAL WEEKEND RATE
5 DAYS FOR THE RATE OF 2.
. Pick-up 24th!Return 30th.
Call Ext. 3403
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ASUPS Budget
Continued from Page 1
Weisbart knew, they were making
money in the Cellar; until at the end
of his term a load of bills came
through and ASUPS was obliged to
pay $10,000.
Also the matter of phone bills
caused problems. They were expect'd to be controlled by the individual departments, but there
were problems with that, including
people using the telephones to make
personal phone calls. All this contributed to the 9 thousand worth of
phone bills that came through dur ing the last month of this government's term in office at the end of
Spring.
Steve Gerrodette and Slim
Hubert, the last executive VicePresident, both had the same
philosophy. That was that people
who were involved in the school's
organizations would wish to do their
best job and work smoothly. They
also assumed that they would spend
their budgets sensibly. Steve did not
view himself as a "boss", but he did
step in when he discovered that
several of the organizations were
overspending their budgets.
The three members of the past
student government all agree that
Doug Weisbart is now using the
"heavy fist" method, which they
believe will be better for ASUPS.
Doug's approach is to make clubs
and organizations more responsible.
He stressed the necessity for strong
controls to make sure that
everything stays solvent. "Slim"
Hubert explained that there is a new
financial code this year which will
open up the budget proceedings so
that the students and the senate can
have more say in its structure.

Carl Perkins views last year as a
bad year - one not to be emulated.
This year, there has been a raise in
the money ASUPS has received from
the increased number of students
(200 more) at the University, and
also from the increased ASUPS fee.
Also the establishment of a seven
thousand dollar payment from the
lawschool each year in order for
their students to participate in the
student facilities here has helped.
This has been initiated for two years
and will in the futures help contribute towards the ASUPS budget.
Doug Weisbart believes that financially, this year the ASUPS will be
able to cope, barring any large problems, and assuming that they will
be able to pay off the debts as they
have been given three years to pay
off the debt at 5 thousand dollars a
year.
The members of ASUPS were
close and were aware of each others
activities. So it was not a matter of
problems within ASUPS that caused
the deficit, but an unlucky year,
started out with a lack of funds. If
they had had the same number of
students as this year, and had raised
the ASB fee, the end of the financial
year would not have resulted in the
large deficit, and the need for
dollars to help out with the past
government's financial straits.

io

Unibed Way
of Pierce County

Women risk getting certain
kinds of cancer. That's why you
should talk with your doctor about
how you can protect yourself.
Doing monthly breast
self-examination and getting regular
cancer checkups are good ways to
stay healthy. And if vou\e got
your health, you've got it all!

American Cancer

Ii

I

ikatmt j$ootJ 43ub
Tacoma Mall
Al Day SUNDAY Special
Pitchers $1.50

Party KEGS To Go
Zoo Story, Edward Albee's classic
short drama, will be presented Friday and Saturday evenings
November 7th and 8th in Kllworth
Lounge on the UPS campus.
Robert Peart directs the show
which stars Larry Baumliler and
Francisco Menedez, both UPS
students.

Photo by Chad Haines
Curtain is at 8:00 pm. $2.00
general admission tickets will be
available at the door. For information call 756-3330.
Zoo Story is sponsored by Alpha Psi
Omega, a national dramatic fraternity.

Coupon Special
Offer good
thru November
with coupon

15" 5 item Pizza &
a Pitcher of Beer
Only $10.00

(Osiei,.

. next?oJ.C.Penn.y)
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Affichoke: An Appetizing
Plav

By Sue Schlee
Inside Theatre presents Artichoke
a funny, well-constructed play full
of rituality. The play was both
refreshing with its dry earthy wit and
its community of simple turnips
which are disrupted by the arrival of
Gibson MacFarland, an eccentric
vegetable: the artichoke.
The play centers around the
marital stalemate between Margaret
and Walter Morely and how it is
ultimately resolved due to a catalyst
in the form of Mararet's foster
brother, the world-weary Professor,
Gibson MacFarland.
The play was well acted, especially by Larry Hansen as Gibson, Robert
Martin as Cramps and Marianne
Simpson as Margaret.
The set was well designed by
Janet Neil, to include the porch of
the neighbour's house, where the
neighbours, Archie and Jake, could

All signed, tastefully written letters will
be gladly printed in the Trail. Drop
your letter off at the Trail office by

31 (like Statler and Waldorf of the
muppets).to introduce the setting of
the play in the beginning and commentate during the play on the progress of the situation at the Morley's
house. They provided comic breaks
during the explosively emotional
period.
A delightful plot with an insight
into the idiosyncranicies of human
behaviour. It is a love story and a
tale of two peoples' rediscovery of
each other, poignantly enacted.
There has obviously been a large
amount of effort put into the play by
all the actors, including W. Houston
Dougherty as Walter, Jordana Sarde
as Lily Agnes, Stephen Woodland as
Archie and Randy Clark as Jake; as
well as those actors already mentioned. A highly polished performance, and a brightly colored tale;
well worth seeing.

Tuesday afternoon and it will be run in
that week's issue.

Blood. It has always been better to give than to receive.

AlInStar Intramural
Team Chosen
The first-ever Men's flag football
All-Star team was chosen Tuesday
night to represent UPS in an extramural flag football tournament to
be held at UPS Sunday November 8.
Three teams placed five or more
members on the squad as the SAEs
had six selections, the champion
Beaver Raiders and the Throat Jammers added five to the team.
Horizontal Quota placed four
members on the All-Star team.
The visiting teams coming to UPS
for the tourney include Pacific
Lutheran, Seattle Pacific, and Seattle Community College. Saturday,
the UPS champions will play the
titlist from St. Martin's for the se
cond straight year. Last year, EQ. BF
& CL defeated St. Martin's 33-12 and
the Beaver Raiders look to continue
the streak.
Here's a look atthel98l Men's Intramural All-Star team:
Offense.
enti,, Greg Silvey. (Throat Jam-

mers)
Linemen - Scott Culick (Throat Jammers), Ira Yoshikawa (HQ), Pat
Kaapana (HQ), and Wes Pennywell
(SAE)
Split End - Jeff Crane (Throat Jammers)
Tight End - Scooter Morgan (Beaver
Raiders)
Running Backs - Doug Standley
(HQ), and Jack Lowe (SAE)
Quarterback - Bill Andrews (Throat
Jammers)
Defense:
Ends - Glen Meyer (SAE), Steve
Cobb (Throat Jammers), and Joe Just
(HQ)
Nose Guard - Jim Brindle (SAE)
Linebackers - Jesus Marrero (Security Risks), Marty Harrison (SAE), and
Elliot Kahn (Beaver Raiders)
Cornerbacks - Eric Prestbo (Beaver
Raiders), and Greg Pagel (SAE)
Safety - Tim Bruya (Beaver Raiders)
and Jeff Meehan (HQ)

Noted performer and composer
Lynne Palmer of Seattle will examine
"The Harp: Instrument of Contradictions" during a free lecture and
demonstration at the University of
Puget Sound.
Scheduled for Sunday, Nov. 15, at
4 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall, the
program is sponsored by the UPS
School of Music and Sigma Alpha
Iota international music fraternity

6

.

for women.
Palmer, a teacher and former
member of the Seattle Symphony
Orcheitra, is an honorary member of
Sigma Alpha Iota. She will play her
own compositions and other harp
selections.
Jacobsen Recital Hall is at the UPS
Music Building, North 15th Street
and Union Avenue.

Opportunity to make money, save money, or both
with CONSUMER DISCOUNT ASSN. Discounts
on consumer products, hotel rooms, and long
distance phone calls. Also, credit cards for those
with an inadequate credit history. See us at Room
106, McIntyre Hall at 7pm on Monday Nov. 2nd or
9
IThis is not a UPS program]
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Loggers Squeak by Eagles 7-6, Record 8-1.

By Bob Akamian
(Cheney)-"Detensive" would be a
good word to describe the Loggers
7-6 win over the Eastern Washington
Eagles this past Saturday in Cheney.
But to be fair, you would have to
include "mistakes" and "Mike Bos"
as factors. Mike's two consecutive
catches resulted in the Logger's only
score of the game, and Eagle
mistakes set a homecoming crowd
of 2,826 away from Woodward field
with the certainty that the Eagles
will not be making a Division II
playoff appearance. Eastern is now
5-2 and faces NAIA standouts Mesa
and Northern Colorado, along with
Big Sky powerhouse Montana to end
1981.
The Loggers, meanwhile, move to
8-1 and it looks more and more as if
UPS will be cutting their Thanksgiving vacation short to make a playoff
showing.
If you missed about a minute of
action early in the third quarter, then
you missed the Logger's entire offense show of the day. The Loggers
got the ball at their own 44 following
Tom Gunder's pick of a Dan Daly
pass, one of two by the Loggers,
Larry Smith took the other.
Rod Drivstuen (7for 13, 77 yards)
unloaded a 20 yard toss down the
middle to Bos, then on the next play
hit a diving Bos in the endzone for
the score. Monty Laughlin added
what proved to be a crucial extra
point and it was 7-0.

Eastern missed an opportunity
two plays later when Rick Linblad
fumbled at the UPS 24, setting the
Eagles with excellent field position.
But the Eagles failed to score. One
of two times that Eastern would get
the ball deep in Logger territory and
come away emptyhanded. The next
time the Eagles got the ball, they did
score, on a 67 yard drive, aided by a
successful fake punt on a fourth
down. The ball was snapped short to
blocker Greg Kramer who raced nine
yards for a crucial first down. Two
plays later, senior tailback Tom
Ramberg zipped 20 yards for what
should have been the tying
touchdown. The problem was that
kicker Jeff Talmadge missed the extra point just to the left of the
upright. That would be the margin of
victory for the Loggers.
It was not a good afternoon for
the sophomore kicker from Omak.
Jeff missed a 37 yard field goal on
the next series and also had an
earlier 37 yard attempt blocked by
the Loggers Bob Jackson. After the
game Eagle Coach Dick Zornes unfairly blamed Talmadge for the loss
and was quoted as saying "He'll
never step on the field for us again."
Zornes also unneccesarily blamed
the officiating for the Eagle's failure.
Eastern was penalized 11 times for
102 yards, 5 times in Logger territory.
With the score 7-6, the Eagles had
the ball at their own 35 with 6c4 to

UPS SoccerT earn Clobbers
Opponent

By Jeff Crane
There are many ways to describe a
10-2 soccer score; mutilation,
slaughter, devastation, kill anyway
you look at it the UPS Loggers soccer team defeated the Evergreen
State College yesterday at Baker
Stadium.
Mutilation describes the statistics
UPS outshot ESC 31-4 and had 13
corner kicks to the visitors' 1.
Slaughter describes the team effort
6 players scored for the Loggers with Jerry Leishman leading the
scorers with a hat trick and an assist.
John Hepburn, the season's leading
scorer, added 2 more goals to his
credit and Mike Thomas put two into the back of the net. One of
Thomas' goals came off an assist
from Chris Martin, one of his three
for the game.
Thomas scored that one with his
knee when he lobbed it over the
head of the on rushing goalie into
goal.
Played in cold, sunny, and windy
conditions, the Loggers continued
their complete dominance of the
Evergreeners this season as earlier
this year they had defeated them in
Olympia 7-1.
Although it looked like a masterpiece on the final scoreboard, it was
less than that for the first few
minutes of the game. Weak passing
and bad ball-handling left the few
fans on hand wondering if the Loggers had lost their enthusiasm since
-

-

-

they are out of the playoff picture.
But after Matt Green popped in a
penalty kick and Leishman slammed
his first goal into the netting, the
Loggers began to click.
Sharp passing, notably from cocaptain Martin and winger Jim Ritchie, opened up the porous defense.
Hepburn, on an assist from Tracy
Payne, knocked the ball past the
ESC goalie to make the score 4-0 and
the Loggers were well on their way
to their biggest margin of victory for
the year.
Thomas scored his goal to put the
count at 5-0 before the Olympians
tallied their opening goal. Mike
Windsor took a cross from Brian
Moore to make the score 5-1.
Opening the second half, Tony
Lockwood scored the sixth Logger
goal and he was followed with goals
by Thomas, Leishman, Hepburn
again, and Paul Donlon.
Donlon's goal was a rocket from
30 yards out that screamed past the
Evergreen defense and their goalie
to light up the scoreboard again.
Evergreen scored the last goal of
the game on a penalty kick by
Moore with 6:00 to go.
The Loggers finish up the season
by playing Western Washington at
home on Sunday, University of
Portland at Baker Stadium on
Wednesday for the final home game,
and end the season in Bellingham
against Western next Saturday.

play and proceeded to fumble the
ball away deep in their own territory.
But Monty Laughlin failed on a 41
yard field goal attempt and the lead
remained at one. Eastern had 3 more
possessions in the final five minutes
but only managed two first downs,
both coming in the final 40 seconds
as quarterback Dan Daly threw in
desperation.
Strangely, though, Daly neglected
to take a time out until there were
only 52 seconds left, letting close to
a minute roll off the clock in bet-

ween plays.
Looking at the game in depth, it
was a battle of defenses, a game in
which a team could not afford to
make too many mistakes. The Eagles
made too many mistakes, 11
penalties, a fumble, two interceptions and two botched fourth down
plays that turned the ball over.
The Loggers visit the Broncos of
Cal-Poly Pomona this Saturday trying to raise their series record to
5-0-1 against the Broncs. Broadcast
time on KUPS—FM is 120pm.

Wornen's Volley Ball:
PLAYOFF CONTENDERS
By Sheldon Spencer
Coming into the later stages of the
regular season, the University of
Puget Sound's women's volleyball
team finds itself cast in a familiar
yet unexpected role as a playoff
contender, thanks to strong performances posted in tournament play
in recent weeks.
Scott Cubberly's Lady Loggers
(19-14) are a talented but inexperienced squad which figured to
miss post-season action this year due
to a sub-par performance recorded
in early season action. Yet thanks to
impressive second place finishes in
the UPS Invitational two weeks ago
and the Lewis and Clark College Invitational volleyball tournament last
Friday and Saturday in Portland,
with a convincing trouncing of
Olympia Community College sandwiched between the tourneys, the
Lady Loggers suddenly find
themselves back in contention for a
regional playoff berth. The rookie

coach contends "This is a team that
has as good a chance as any to win
Regionals and (thus) automatically
qualify for Nationals." Earlier in the
year, with the club at the mercy of
the injury bug, Cubberly felt that his
spikers would have to wait until
next year to collect post-season
laurels.
The Lady Loggers clobbered
Olympia CC 15-6, 5-15, 15-5, 15-7 as
the Loggers used their non-starters
throughout the contest. In the Lewis
and Clark Invitational, the squad
drubbed Lane College, Whitman
College, Pacific (Ore.) University,
and Portland University before being upset by Southern Oregon State
College, 15-9, 8-15, 15-12 in the
championship series. The Lady Loggers finish the regular season on the
road with matches against Mr. Hood
CC, Seattle University, and several
schools in the Whitman Invitational
November 13-14.

WATER POLO ENDS
SEASON
The UPS water polo team this year
finished up with a 4-3 record that
was highlighted by a 6-5 victory over
the powerhouse University of
Washington. The victories were over
WSU, Lewis and Clark, PLU, and
UW. The leading scorers for the
season were seniors Mike McGoorty
and Bill Dougherty. Leo
Kosenkranius and McGoorty were
the toughest stoppers on the fefensive end for the Waterloggers. Also
tough in the shallow end was Tom
Kretzler, whose bouyancy allowed
him to stay on top of the play.
The UW game was not only the
biggest victory for the Loggers, but it
also brought out the largest and
most vocal crowd of the season.
Fans were warned twice due to "verbal abuse of the referees."
The crowd was instrumental and
added that "extra" player in the
water for the Loggers. But McGoorty
noticed another facet of the crowd;
"There were lots of babes here for a
change. Probably to see Leo - or
Matt Green."

The swimming season now starts
up as the Husky relays are this Friday night.

SKIING
From GERMANY Fuilpiast
skis.. Brand New. .Size 205cm
$50.00 Call 752-8134 for info.

NW fteestyle Karate Assii
Steve Curran Karate
*qp Awention
loumament Fighting
Boxing
•Aef,!zic Danang
Instructor, Steve Curran 3rd Degree
DO-JO
4411 6th AVE.
759-4262 Tacoma, WA 98406
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The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblences to
any person, place or thing is purely
coincidental.

PHIBBS HOSTS ANNUAL"JUIC&OFF'
President Phibbs hosted a "JuiceOff" to finally put to rest the issue of
who is the best drinker on the UPS
campus. President Phibbs not only
sponsored this event to promote
good Greek-Administration relations, but also as an effort to show
he is "hip." At left, a sample table is
shown. Each contestant was seated
at a table similar to this and began at
the whistle. The Last one standing is
the winner.
Tension mounted as the contestants prepared to imbibe. Tom
Sarris of Sigma Nu was the first to go
as he opened a bottle, caugh a whiff
of the cap, and passed out. Hodges
of Phi Delta Theta finished two fifths
of Johnnie Walker Red in 25 minutes
and was last seen trying to institute
the first Tacoma-to-Samoa bicycle
ride. As Lehman and Bagby went
shot for shot into the night, the contest reached an emotional peak as,
ma brilliant defensive move, Bagby
broke both of Lehman's arms and
was declared winner by default.

The Women's Division was a walkaway as after two-and-a-half hours
and seven fifths of Southern Comfort, Diane Cleland walked away—in
her nightgown—to stalk the campus.
After consuming over $289 worth of
booze, Greta Jensen said she had
homework to do and left, leaving
Julie Nelson tp continue. As far as
The Combat Zone knows, she's still
there.

In light of the huge success of the
drink off, President Phibbs is planning an annual "Toke-Off" and a biannual, intramural "Toot-Off."

